
 MTCCSD Members
A bike ride up to 6000 feet in the mountains is a very challenging if not completely nuts!! On 12-16-07, 
two Major Taylor riders Harold and Damon joined the California Bicycle shop group. The start was at 
the restaurant across from lake Henshaw. We were the first to arrive and faced the initial challenge to keep 
warm as the temperature read 35 degrees. Around about 0845 the trucks, cars, vans even motorcycles were 
arriving. Our sheltered location and the sun shining gave us a false sense of warmth.  Three SDBC Ladies 
arrived, posed for a photo, donned their gear and promptly departed. About 25 riders in all were layering, 
airing and chugging coffee. I notice that Colnago bikes were the most represented, followed by Scott, 
Forza, Masi, and Lightspeed. Someone assumed position of ride leader and spokesperson, telling us we 
should go up the road several miles to warm up... We went down the road about three miles, turned 
around and started the 14mile ascent to the top of Palomar Mountain. The climb was not what you 
wanted but what you expected.. grade percent variations, switchbacks etc.. Many stopped on the first climb 
to remove a layer of clothing. I stopped to do the same, spilled my pack and after gathering my stuff found 
myself dead last; however; no problem, just one road and its all uphill. Well into the climb we were passed 
in the other direction by Police, Fire, Park service vehicles all in full emergency mode. A motorist pulled 
up to tell us that one of our group is DOWN on the road. None of us had any idea who it could be 
coupled with the fact we were a group the hardly knew each other. We arrived at the top of Palomar 
enjoyed a brief respite before pressing on the final 5 miles to the Observatory. This proved to be very tough 
as the snow was deeper on the roadside with water running across the road and one last deep valley to 
descend into very cold air. The next sign posted said elevation 5550 feet!!!! We arrived at the Observatory 
and after about ten minutes to enjoy the views we began the 14 mile descent.  About three quarters of the 
way down we noticed the emergency vehicles by the side of the road and a number of cyclists standing 
around. The worst news for any bike event, a Death on the climb! It turned out we did know the cyclist. 
He had arrived late and was attempting to catch up with the group and suffered a Heart Attack. He was a 
member of the California Bicycle Shop Family. Our deepest regrets and condolences to the family. It was 
a memorable ride but not for the right reason. Lake Henshaw  will not be the same, and will still hold 
challenge in the climb and the memory of a cyclist named Jeff  who will be forever there and in our 
memories...

You can check out ride photos at:
http://www.mtccsd.com/gallery/12_16_07/index.htm

Harold Dozier

Sunday December 16/2007 Harold and Damon joined the 
California Bicycle shop group on Palomar Mountain Ride


